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The definitive work on the extraordinary phenomenon of out-of-body experiences, by the founder of the internationally known Monroe Institute. Robert Monroe, a Virginia businessman, began to have experiences that drastically altered his life. Unpredictably, and without his willing it, Monroe found himself leaving his physical body to travel via a "second body" to locales far removed from the physical and spiritual realities of his life. He was
inhabiting a place unbound by time or death. Praise for Journeys Out of the Body "Monroe's account of his travels, Journeys Out of the Body, jam-packed with parasitic goblins and dead humans, astral sex, scary trips into mind-boggling other dimensions, and practical tips on how to get out of your body, all told with wry humor, quickly became a cult sensation with its publication in 1971, and has been through many printings. Whatever their
'real' explanation, Monroe's trips made for splendid reading." —Michael Hutchinson, author of Megabrain "Robert Monroe's experiences are probably the most intriguing of any person's of our time, with the possible exception of Carlos Castaneda's." —Joseph Chilton Pierce, author of Magical Child "This book is by a person who's clearly a sensible man and who's trying to tell it like it is. No ego trips. Just a solid citizen who's been 'out' a
thousand times now and wants to pass his experiences to others." —The Last Whole Earth Catalog
“Il tempo è il nostro supplizio. L’uomo cerca solo di sfuggirvi, cioè cerca di sfuggire al passato e al futuro sprofondando nel presente oppure di fabbricarsi un passato e un futuro a modo suo”. Questa riflessione di Simone Weil pone un problema oggi dibattuto dalla fisica e dalle neuroscienze, ma già al centro dell’attenzione di Pauli nel suo dialogo con Jung. La questione in gioco non è quella del significato del tempo, bensì quella, solo
apparentemente analoga, del rapporto tra tempo e significato nel quale, secondo Pauli, la connessione di significato è l’agente primario e il tempo un prodotto secondario. È allora evidente che la sincronicità non può essere confusa con il sincronismo, cioè con la simultaneità nell’accadere. Si tratta di un fenomeno ben più complesso a cui si deve l’unità dei contenuti della coscienza e che non presuppone neppure la coincidenza nel tempo,
tanto che Pauli può scrivere a Jung: “Lei impiega il termine ‘sincrono’ anche se tra il sogno e l’evento esteriore intercorrono due, tre mesi”. Qual è allora il significato della sincronicità e quale la sua relazione con il tempo? Questa la domanda cruciale sulla quale il libro s’interroga, percorrendo i sentieri della fisica, della neurobiologia, della letteratura e dell’arte.
The book examines the major issues in perinatal clinical psychology with the presence of theoretical information and operational indications, through a biopsychosocial approach. The multiplicity of scientific information reported makes this book both a comprehensive overview on the major perinatal mental health disorders and illnesses, and a clinical guide. It covers perinatal clinical psychology through a journey of 15 chapters, putting the
arguments on a solid theoretical basis and reporting multiple operational indications of great utility for daily clinical practice. It has well documented new evidence bases in the field of clinical psychology that have underpinned the conspicuous current global and national developments in perinatal mental health. As such, it is an excellent resource for researchers, policy makers, and practitioners – in fact, anyone and everyone who wishes to
understand and rediscover, in a single opera, the current scientific and application scenario related to psychological health during pregnancy and after childbirth.
Il cervello e il suo ambiente
Antologia. Pensiero, azione e critica nell'epoca dei totalitarismi
Montauk
Pyramids of Montauk
Scritti sulla situazione in Germania e le origini del totalitarismo
Gerontologia
In Caterina, Claudia Durastanti presents us with a Cleopatra for our times - no exotic queen courted by two lovers with the fate of an empire in their hands but a young would-be ballet dancer who now works in as a cleaner in a down-at-heel hotel. This is the Rome of the underclass, of illegal immigrants, gypsies and sex shops where life is a struggle for dysfunctional families and nothing comes easy, except disappointment. Every Thursday Caterina visits her boyfriend Aurelio in Rebibbia prison in Rome, where, following a mysterious tip-off to the police, he is being
held in custody under suspicion of pimping the strippers in the nightclub he was running. What would Aurelio say if he knew that she went straight from the prison to meet the policeman who arrested him, and who is now her lover? Caterinaʼs life is difficult and her environment challenging but she is a survivor and takes everything life throws at her without complaint. Caterina is very much a heroine for our times.
Diskette consists of powerpoint presentation of chronology of Jewish restrictions, 1933-1945, by B. Van Drill and M.T. Brancaccio.
Relates the author's experience of alien abduction and government manipulation as he discovered his role in a time-travel experiment called the Montauk Project
Essays in Social Medicine and Biomedical Politics
The Classic Work on Out-of-Body Experience
Chapter 1. The Discovery of Memory Reconsolidation
Health Citizenship
Revisionist Revolution in Vygotsky Studies
atti del seminario residenziale sulla didattica della Shoah, Bagnacavallo 16-18 gennaio 2003

The rights and responsibilities of health citizenship are increasingly at the forefront of public policy debates concerning disease prevention and health management. These debates have global implications for prosperity, equality, and stability in dramatically changing demographic, economic, political and ecological environments. This collection of essays are intended to lead the reader to an understanding of the history of public health, the rise of the modern state, the role of the social sciences in population health promotion, and the changing
social contract of health citizenship in industrial and post-industrial societies -The Black Hole of Auschwitz brings together Levi’s writings on the Holocaust and his experiences of the concentration camp, as well as those on his own accidental status as a writer and his chosen profession of chemist. In this book Levi rails intelligently and eloquently against what he saw as the ebb of compassion and interest in the Holocaust, and the yearly assault on the veracity and moral weight of the testimonies of its survivors. For Levi, to keep writing and, through writing, to understand why the Holocaust could happen, was nothing less
than a safeguard against the loss of a collective memory of the atrocities perpetrated against the Jewish people. This moving book not only reveals the care and conviction with which he wrote about the Holocaust, but also shows the range of Levi’s interests and the skill, thoughtfulness and sensitivity he brought to all his subjects. The consistency and moral force of Levi’s reflections and the clarity and intimacy of his style will make this book appeal to a wide readership, including those who have read and been moved by his masterpiece If This is
a Man.
When Aldous Huxley wrote his famous novel Brave New World, he did so with the sincere belief that the dystopian world he created was a true possibility given the direction of the social, political and economic world order. Written almost thirty years later, Brave New World Revisited is a re-evaluation of his predictions based on the changes he had witnessed in the meantime. In this twelve-part essay, Huxley argues that society is moving toward his dystopian vision even faster than he had originally assumed, and provides his own suggestions on
how to bring an end to this decadent decline. Brave New World Revisited condemns symptoms of modern life such as overpopulation, propaganda and extreme government control while providing a staunch defence of individualism. Despite being published over fifty years ago, the problems identified in Brave New World Revisited are still startlingly relevant, lending a chilling creditability to Aldous Huxley’s unsettling predictions. HarperTorch brings great works of non-fiction and the dramatic arts to life in digital format, upholding the highest
standards in ebook production and celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in the HarperTorch collection to build your digital library.
The Mind-Brain Relationship
Archivio Arendt
A Selection
Artificial Intelligence and Heuristic Programming
Design for territories
Prefazione di Luciano Pellicani con saggi di Giuseppe Gagliano, Luigi Iannone, Hannah Arendt
Difficile sottovalutare l’importanza delle riflessioni di Simone Weil per pensare il presente. Testimone di avvenimenti della nostra epoca crudeli e cruciali, li ha sofferti, elaborati e descritti, proprio mentre accadevano, con una lucidità e una sensibilità, forse, inarrivabili. Per questo motivo, a due terzi di secolo dalla sua prematura scomparsa, si continua a leggere, studiare, ammirare il pensiero della giovane parigina e a trarne ispirazione. La sua analisi delle origini del totalitarismo e della
sua affermazione in Germania mette in luce le straordinarie affinità tra il nazismo e l’Impero romano, che Weil considera la vera e propria scuola del totalitarismo. Una scuola che ha nutrito tutte le successive esperienze, incluso il bolscevismo. Oltre al saggio di Weil sulla situazione tedesca, scritto alla vigilia della guerra e adattato da Gagliano per il lettore italiano, questo volume passa in rassegna le più importanti teorie sul totalitarismo, compreso il contributo decisivo di Hannah Arendt
sullo Stato totalitario. In un tempo come il nostro con tante similarità con quello di cui la Weil fu lucida e sofferta testimone, queste letture possono contribuire a comprendere ciò che sta accadendo intorno a noi.
Seventeen-year-old Carla Ambrogio works as a shorthand typist in the shadow of the Duomo. Written between 1954 and 1957, and set in Milan just after the Second World War, this book describes how Carla confronts the hostile environment in which she lives and works with courage and intelligence.
The issue, edited by Marina Parente and Carla Sedini, founder of D4T - Design for Territories Research Network of Politecnico di Milano, aims to contribute to this new field of study helping readers understand the design-led phenomenon, which involves the tangible resources of a territory (like monumental and landscape heritage) as well as the intangible ones (like cultural identity and people values). The main topic of this issue is: How could the design develop the local dimension
enhancing and revitalizing the territory at the same time? Furthermore, with issue #13 we are opening a series with artists’ images that will match the articles with a visual research connected to the proposed subject. Photographer Carla Sedini, co-editor with Marina Parente of this issue, gave us permission to publish a selection of images about “design that is not there”, “design that may be” and “tacit design” within urban territories around the world. We hope that many creatives will
interpret the “Suggestions for Design” launched here. The numerous contributors to this issue are: Miriam Bicocca; Letizia Bollini; Marco Borsotti & Sonia Pistidda; Raffaella Fagnoni & Silvia Pericu; Davide Fassi, Laura Galluzzo & Anna Linda De Rosa; Rosanna Gaddi; Helena Gentili & Daria Casciani; José Luis González Cabrero, Ana Margarita Avila Ochoa, Ana Calvera, Debora Giorgi, Yosser Halloul, Insaf Khaled & Rosa Povedano; Maria Antonietta Sbordone; Reham Mohsen & Andreas
Sicklinger; Carla Sedini & Luca Fois.
Tempo e sincronicità
Madam Butterfly
Lo Straordinario
Vygotsky’s Notebooks
Idea
Cleopatra Goes To Prison

Describes the shocking scientific devices and techniques available to any group in a position to manipulate society
Dopo l’Antologia di Michel Foucault, una nuova raccolta antologica in Universale Economica. I saggi di una delle più grandi pensatrici del Novecento, scelti dal suo traduttore e studioso Paolo Costa.Il volume comprende i seguenti testi: Che cosa resta? Resta la lingua; Ripensando a Franz Kafka; Colpa organizzata e responsabilità universale; L’immagine dell’inferno; Le tecniche delle scienze sociali e lo studio dei campi di concentramento; Le uova alzano la voce; A tavola con Hitler; Umanità e terrore; Comprensione e politica; La natura del totalitarismo; Religione e politica; Gli ex comunisti; Una replica a Eric Voegelin;
Sogno e incubo; L’umanità nei tempi oscuri: riflessioni su Lessing (quest’ultimo finora inedito in volume).
Abbiamo sempre considerato la coscienza sinonimo di cognizione e consapevolezza, ma oggi le neuroscienze ci parlano di “coscienza anoetica” e ci spiegano che si tratta di forme di esperienza non riflessiva, indispensabili per capire cosa siano le emozioni e i sentimenti e come si sviluppino. Abbiamo sempre cercato la coscienza dentro di noi, nella nostra scatola cranica, ma oggi diversi campi della ricerca scientifica ci inducono a pensare che si tratti di un processo creativo, risultato di un rapporto dinamico con l’ambiente, partner indispensabile per accumulare esperienza e costruire conoscenza, cioè per apprendere ed
evitare ogni rischio di rispecchiamento narcisistico. Ne emerge l’idea della coscienza come uno specchio che, anziché restituirci l’effigie di noi stessi, riflette l’immagine dinamica della relazione con l’ambiente fisico, culturale e sociale con il quale il nostro cervello dialoga di continuo, al punto che lo si può considerare il nostro interlocutore ottimale, il nostro “doppio”.
Explorations in Consciousness
The Black Hole of Auschwitz
Come in uno specchio
The Cambridge Handbook of Cultural-Historical Psychology
The Black Book
PAD #13

This classic book examines the role of leading scholars, philosophers, historians, and scientists—in Hitler’s rise to power and eventual war of extermination against the Jews. Written in 1946 by one of the greatest scholars of European Jewish history and culture, it is now reissued with a new introduction by the prominent historian Martin Gilbert."Dr. Weinreich's main thesis is that
‘German scholarship provided the ideas and techniques that led to and justified unparalleled slaughter.’. . . In its implications and honest presentation of the facts [this book] constitutes the best guide to the nature of Nazi terror that I have read so far."—Hannah Arendt, Commentary"Mr. Weinreich's book, by the wealth of its material and by its intelligent approach, offers the
reader—in addition to a thorough treatment of the Jewish aspect—many opportunities to think about the role of scholarship in a totalitarian society."—Hans Kohn, New York Times Book Review"Building, in the immediate aftermath of the war, on a formidable bibliography of books, pamphlets, and articles, Weinreich provides erudite evidence of the scale and ramifications of Nazi support in
German intellectual life."—Martin Gilbert, from the introduction.
The recent explosion of knowledge in neuroscience has enormous implications for the practice of psychoanalysis, and The Mind-Brain Relationship offers an indispensable introduction to the seemingly unfamiliar, intimidating, and yet exciting and essential field of neuropsychoanalysis.
The field of cultural-historical psychology originated in the work of Lev Vygotsky and the Vygotsky Circle in the Soviet Union more than eighty years ago, and has now established a powerful research tradition in Russia and the West. The Cambridge Handbook of Cultural-Historical Psychology is the first volume to systematically present cultural-historical psychology as an
integrative/holistic developmental science of mind, brain, and culture. Its main focus is the inseparable unity of the historically evolving human mind, brain, and culture, and the ways to understand it. The contributors are major international experts in the field, and include authors of major works on Lev Vygotsky, direct collaborators and associates of Alexander Luria, and renowned
neurologist Oliver Sacks. The handbook will be of interest to students and scholars in the fields of psychology, education, humanities and neuroscience.
The Nazi Crime Against the Jewish People
Brave New World Revisited
Antologia
panorama storico-critico
Resoconti stenografici delle sedute delle commissioni permanenti per l'esame del disegno di legge: "Bilancio di previsione dello Stato per l'anno finanziario."
Tempo presente
Corrado Alvaro's Fear in the World was published a decade before Orwell's 1984, but is not well known outside Italy, perhaps because of the timing of the publication just before the Second World War. Alvaro had visited the Soviet Union as a journalist, but was probably motivated to write this dystopian novel by aspects of modernity that concerned him, particularly the use of fear for political purposes which was not afflicting Russia alone. He was interested in the psychology of fear and the extent to which individuals and the crowd participate in their own regimentation. The names of countries, cities and leading political
figures such as Stalin are never referred to, but as in the works of Orwell they are clearly identifiable from their descriptions: the author was writing in a Fascist country against a Fascist censor and had to cut his cloth accordingly. This is a dark novel, not quite as dark as 1984, but it is more claustrophobic. The feeling of inevitability is there from the first page, and it is experienced as we experience real life. The imagined truth takes us closer to where we really are. The travails of the love affair at the core of this novel quite possibly arise from perceptions that the regime exploits in a quite ad hoc manner. And it leads the
reader through an extraordinary sequence of events and observations which encompass a vast range of emotions and ideas expressed in a unique prose style. The modern Leviathan appears to be a well-oiled machine, but towards the end it becomes clear that this is merely an appearance of efficiency and omniscience, but appearances can be powerful. Alvaro is particularly interested in how the state uses quasireligious mechanisms and rituals to assert its power. The central character returns to the country after a long period abroad, and sees things initially through foreign eyes, living a life similar to the one Alvaro did when in
Russia. He is not a natural rebel, and very much wants to fit in, but he finds this difficult to achieve. The regime boasts that it has an ally in history, but destiny is elusive, however much the characters feel that they are driven by it.
Research on reconsolidation has demonstrated that consolidated memories may again enter states of transient instability following reactivation from which they must restabilize in order to persist, contradicting the previously dominant view describing memory and its associated plasticity mechanisms as progressively and irreversibly declining with time. We are now witness to an exciting time as diverse fields begin embracing a position, long-held in cognitive psychology, that recognizes memory as a principally dynamic process. This chapter discusses the history of this exciting field, which has been “discovered” twice.
Today, there has been an explosion of research on the topic and demonstrations of reconsolidation across species, behavioral tasks, and amnesic treatments.
Alla tenera età di 37 anni, Lea sta cercando se stessa, ma le basterebbe trovare un nuovo inizio: ha rotto con il fidanzato, ha perso il lavoro presso una rivista di moda e sogna una carriera da giornalista d’assalto. Come se non bastasse, ha una sorella gemella di successo e una madre lontana e ipercritica. Nonostante pensi di avere più sfiga che talento, le cose iniziano a girare per il verso giusto non appena Lea mette piede nella sua nuova casa, in un condominio della periferia milanese. I suoi abitanti lo chiamano “Lo Straordinario”. I padroni di casa sono una coppia di anziani gentilissimi, la mansarda in cui va a vivere è
deliziosa, il prezzo dell’affitto incredibilmente basso, gli inquilini zelanti e prodighi di attenzioni. Tutti sono pronti ad accogliere Lea come in una grande famiglia. Ma ogni famiglia è infelice a modo suo. E giorno dopo giorno Lea sospetta di essere diventata la pedina di un gioco sconosciuto, prigioniera della sua stessa casa e dei suoi vicini. Come potrà mai riuscire a evadere da ciò che si è trasformato in un Eden asfissiante?
Unlimited Power, 1998
La Ragazza Carla / a Girl Named Carla
Il cane di Pavlov (Resoconto di una perizia)
Minerva medica
A Novel
Memory Reconsolidation
This book consists of previously unpublished manuscripts by Vygotsky found in the first systematic study of Vygotsky’s family archive. The notebooks and scientific diaries gathered in this volume represent all periods of Vygotsky’s scientific life, beginning with the earliest manuscript, entitled The tragicomedy of strivings (1912), and ending with his last note, entitled Pro domo sua (1934), written shortly before his death. The notes reveal unknown aspects of the eminent psychologist’s personality, show his aspirations and interests, and allow us to gain insights into the development of his thinking and its internal dynamics. Several texts reflect the plans that Vygotsky was unable to realize during his
lifetime, such as the creation of a theory of emotions and a theory of consciousness, others reveal Vygotsky’s involvement in activities that were previously unknown, and still others provide outlines of papers and lectures. The notes are presented in chronological order, preceded by brief introductions and accompanied by an extensive set of notes. The result is a book that allows us to obtain a much deeper understanding of Vygotsky’s innovative ideas.
During WWII there was an attempt to achieve invisibility called the Philadelphia Experiment. Afterward occurred the now famous time travel experiments named after the underground base at Montauk Point on Long Island. Now this third book in the Montauk series summarises the events of the first two books and then takes the reader on an even more spectacular journey. The discovery of ancient pyramids at Montauk leads to a connection with Ancient Egypt and its position as a gateway to other dimensions. Like a psychic detective story beyond the occult, venture into an unprecedented investigation of the mystery schools of the earth and their connection to Egypt, Atlantis, Mars and the star Sirius.
Chapters on new psychotronic weapons, the history of Mars, the strange death of Ian Fleming in connection with the Philadelphia Experiment, underground at the Montauk Base.
By 1400, the once-mighty Byzantine Empire stood on the verge of destruction. Most of its territories had been lost to the Ottoman Turks, and Constantinople was under close blockade. Against all odds, Byzantium lingered on for another fifty years until 1453, when the Ottomans dramatically toppled the capital's walls. During this bleak and uncertain time, ordinary Byzantines faced difficult decisions to protect their livelihoods and families against the death throes of their homeland. In this evocative and moving book, Jonathan Harris explores individual stories of diplomatic maneuverings, covert defiance, and sheer luck against a backdrop of major historical currents and offers a new perspective on the real
reasons behind the fall of this extraordinarily fascinating empire.
The End of Byzantium
Atti parlamentari
Cortigiana
Tessere il tempo
Hitler's Professors
Handbook of Perinatal Clinical Psychology

For all people in search of the knowledge and courage to remake their lives and achieve their dreams, this inspirational calendar presents 365 daily reminders and suggestions.
Revisionist Revolution in Vygotsky Studies brings together recent critical investigations which examine historical and textual inaccuracies associated with received understandings of Vygotsky’s work. By deconstructing the Vygotskian narrative, the authors debunk the 'cult of Vygotsky', allowing for a new, exciting interpretation of the logic and direction of his theory. The chapters cover a number of important themes, including: The chronology of Vygotsky’s ideas and theory development, and the main core of his theoretical writings
Relationships between Vygotskians and their Western colleagues The international reception of Vygotskian psychology and problems of translation The future development of Vygotskian science Using Vygotsky’s published and unpublished writings the authors present a detailed historical understanding of Vygotsky’s thought, and the circumstances in which he worked. It includes coverage of the organization of academic psychology in the Soviet Union, the network of scholars associated with Vygotsky in the interwar period, and the
assumed publication ban on Vygotsky’s writings. This volume is the first to provide an overview of revisionist studies of Vygotsky’s work, and is the product of close international collaboration between revisionist scholars. It will be an essential contribution to Vygotskian scholarship, and of great interest to researchers in the history of psychology, history of science, Soviet/Russian history, philosophical psychology and philosophy of science.
pensare Auschwitz, per un'analitica dell'annientamento nazista
Filosofia della Shoah
Il presente ha un cuore antico
A Japanese Tragedy
Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society of London
Fear in the World
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